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What taxpayers should know about E-invoicing ! 

• Previously, 24 hours time limit had been provided for generation of IRN after preparation of invoice by
the taxpayers. Now, that validation has been removed based on demand of taxpayers. The invoice date
should be later than 1st October 2020, the day e-Invoice was introduced in the country. IRN should be
generated before issuing the invoice to the other party or movement of goods.

• In case of mistake in invoice and generated IRN for it, taxpayer can not cancel the IRN and regenerate
IRN again for the same invoice. Document number can not be re-used even after cancelling the IRN.
Original invoice itself has to be cancelled and a new invoice with new invoice number has to be generated
which can be registered to get the IRN.

• E-invoices can be cancelled within up to 24 hours of generation. The IRN details can be downloaded
from IRP for next two days after generation of the IRN.

• Taxpayer can not generate IRN after EWB generation. Ideally, first e-Invoice/IRN has to be generated
and then e-way bill. On the same line if IRN has to be cancelled, first e-way bill has to cancelled and then
IRN.

• If the E Way Bill has to be generated for the invoice but the transportation details are not available at the
time of invoice generation, then to generate e-Way Bill. Either Part A slip can be generated and later
transportation details can be updated to make it a valid E Way Bill or only invoice can be registered and
IRN obtained first and later using the IRN as reference, either E Way Bill or Part A slip can be generated.

(To be continued …..)

[Source: Based on FAQ’s issued by National Informatics Centre]


